Carson Elementary School is in the heart of the residential community of Linda Vista. The faculty and staff are proud of their STEAM Magnet Program that transforms teaching and learning through real-life applications in Science, Technology, Engineering, the Arts and Mathematics. The campus was built in 1941 on top of a hillside with a view of the ocean. The surrounding community is widely diverse as are the students who attend the school.

The facility buildings total 67,551 square feet and comprise of three permanent buildings and one lunch court structure. The two original two-story buildings have administration offices, classrooms, an assembly room and a cafeteria with food services. A third building was built in 2003 as a library.
Carson ES Whole Site Modernization
Phase I

Completed: June 2020
Funding: Proposition Z

This project will address relocating the administrative operations to the Northeast corner of the site, as well as renovating the space to include new finishes and furniture. Classrooms will be upgraded to receive new finishes and furniture. The project also includes installing air conditioning to all classrooms and learning support areas, along with reroofing the auditorium and kindergarten buildings.
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